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A critical study of the liability 
regime for CO2 leakage during 
cross-border CO2-shipping
activities in the North Sea 
Aim: to recommend a more effective and balanced legal 
liability framework which clarifies liabilities of operators, 
incentivises investment and encourages support for the 
deployment of ship based CCS in the North Sea.
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2. The existing liability regime
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3. A case for reform

Lack of harmonisation between North Sea States

• Inconsistencies in third party liabilities
• Dependent on the functioning of the national courts where the incident takes place, i.e. civil 

or common law system, definition of fault, causation theories..
• Different liability standards for different types of damage caused fails to ensure level-playing 

field across States.

• Fragmented transposition of the ELD
• Transposition of ELD varies considerably between States, imprecise wording of ‘significant’ 

damage and availability of optional defences means shipowners may be more likely to be 
liable in certain States.



Shipping is excluded from EU CCS frameworks

• Exclusion of shipping from the CCS Directive, MRV 
Regulations and ETS Directive

• No GhG emissions liability under the EU ETS means no 
economic incentive for shipping-based CCS

Any CO2 transferred to a ship for storage will be added to 
the capture and storage installations total annual CO2
emissions.



4. Recommendations

A) Global Harmonisation

Hazardous and Noxious Substances Convention 2010

Not yet in force but will replace existing regime

Two-tier liability model for CO2-shipping  
• Strict liability of registered shipowner 
• HNS Fund



Limitations of HNS Convention

Risk of continued fragmentation after entry into 
force

No specific CO2 account under the second-tier

Definition of ‘receivers’ unsatisfactory

Absence of GhG emissions liability



Limitations more theoretical than practical?
• International P&I Association reported that from 2002–2010 only one 

case would have reached the HNS Fund.

Valuable contribution to CO2-shipping liability regime

Amendments would stall further ratification (IMO opinion)

Recommendation 1: Widespread ratification of the Convention 
must continue to be encouraged by the IMO and the EU. 



B) Integration of CO2-shipping into the supply chain

Article 24 of ETS Directive (‘opt-in article’) or formal 
amendment of the relevant Directives

Recommendation 2: CCS Directive and ETS Directive should 
be considered for amendments to explicitly incorporate CO2 -
shipping where the purpose of transport is CCS.



Challenges to inclusion within the EU ETS

Opposition from the international maritime industry 

Potential to undermine (or overlap with) the IMO’s global GhG
emissions regime for ship emissions

BUT distinction between the inclusion of shipping for the 
purposes of CCS and the inclusion of all commercial shipping 
operations



5. Conclusions

HNS Convention must enter into force

Formal amendment of the CCS Directive and ETS 
Directive is necessary
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